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Abstract: This article addresses the problem of replication among smart cities in the European

Commission’s Horizon 2020: Smart Cities and Communities (EC-H2020-SCC) framework programme.

This article initially sets the general policy context by conducting a benchmarking about the

explicit replication strategies followed by each of the 17 ongoing EC-H2020-SCC lighthouse

projects. This article aims to shed light on the following research question: Why might replication

not be happening among smart cities as a unidirectional, hierarchical, mechanistic, solutionist,

and technocratic process? Particularly, in asking so, it focuses on the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project

by examining in depth the fieldwork action research process implemented during 2019 through a

knowledge exchange webinar series with participant stakeholders from six European cities—three

lighthouse cities (St. Sebastian, Florence, and Bristol) and three follower-fellow cities (Essen, Lausanne,

and Nilüfer). This process resulted in a City-to-City Learning Programme that reformulated the issue of

replication by experimenting an alternative and an enhanced policy approach. Thus, stemming from

the evidence-based policy outcomes of the City-to-City Learning Programme, this article reveals that a

replication policy approach from the social innovation lenses might be enabled as a multidirectional,

radial, dynamic, iterative, and democratic learning process, overcoming the given unidirectional,

hierarchical, mechanistic, solutionist, and technocratic approach.

Keywords: smart cities; social innovation; replication; city-to-city learning; policy; Europe;

action research; GDPR; COVID-19; solutionism

1. Introduction

In recent years, the concept of smart cities has gained momentum among policymakers in

Europe [1–7]. Moreover, smart cities have certainly reached the post-General Data Protection

Regulation (GDPR) algorithmic era [8–10], where a truly smart city in Europe could be established,

in which citizens can move in relative anonymity and be identified only when needed and under

conditions that allow for significant control over what can be done with their own data [11,12].

Actually, the GDPR provides a regulatory framework to protect citizens’ personal data subject to

being accurately considered, making replication a complex procedure beyond the mechanistic and

solutionist mainstream approach. Consequently, replication in smart cities should be experimented

and re-implemented, paying substantial attention to unique data-driven post-COVID-19 European

contexts, currently especially sensitive to contact apps and geolocalised information about citizens to

avoid axiomatic failures whereby all urban ills are resolved through mechanistic solutions.

Hence, against the backdrop of this self-demanding scenario, city representatives in Europe are

not solely in charge of coordinating funded lighthouse projects under the European Commission’s

Smart Cities 2020, 3, 978–1003; doi:10.3390/smartcities3030049 www.mdpi.com/journal/smartcities
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Horizon 2020: Smart Cities and Communities (EC-H2020-SCC) framework programme [13–18].

This group must also engage in joint and continuous conversations with diverse and numerous groups

of city-regional stakeholders, as well as consider a generation of smart technologies (including the

increasingly autonomous machine intelligence that can gather and analyse granular and real-time

“big data”) if it is to effectively tackle the most pressing economic, technologic, ethical, and social

issues that face European cities [15,19–21]. The smart cities that prosper in the future will likely be

those that are best equipped at learning from other cities and high-tech conurbations—and directly

from their stakeholders—for replicating, experimenting, adapting, and scaling up initiatives by

adopting a complex and socially innovative constellation of post-GDPR smart technologies predicated

upon Artificial Intelligence (AI) and reflexive autonomous Machine Learning, digital innovation

and the Internet of Things (enhanced by 5G and new sensor technologies), and quantum leaps

in data infrastructure and capacities [22–24]. Additionally, city representatives should be equally

prepared to identify the risks and vulnerabilities associated with the techno-politics of data and the

democratic misalignment that the gig economy generates through disruptions and power imbalances

among stakeholders [12,25–30], particularly relevant from the GDPR perspective to protect workers

and citizens from the negative side-effects of the COVID-19 aftermath in European cities. To some

extent, city representatives should approach replication as a highly contextual process by which the

consideration of the place, the localisation in itself, and, more importantly, the mobility of citizens seem

to matter now more than ever before.

In the EC-H2020-SCC policy framework [17] (p. 8), replication is defined as “the possibility

of transporting or copying results from a pilot case to other geographical areas, albeit potentially

different boundary conditions,” thus slightly recommending that “if a pilot was proven to work in one

community or region, it could be exported to other communities or regions (indigenously or abroad),

but taking into account that the boundary conditions could be quite different from those in piloted

community or region.”

However, far from being prepared for such a complex techno-political scenario, the policy

framework design by the EC-H2020-SCC explicitly encourages cities and their representatives to

apply pure replication without deeply considering the examination of further contextual elements

characterising the uniqueness, singularity, adaptability, and scalability of the projected urban

interventions [14–17]. Actually, in these replicated interventions, ecosystems of stakeholders and their

related power interdependencies ultimately seem to define the adoption of one or another technology

more than their mere rational and mechanistic cost-value analysis [31–35]. As such, the GDPR has

introduced clear compliances and measures for particular stakeholders operating in specific contexts,

which is already affecting the adoption of smart actions further in one or another direction.

In contrast, a report also published by the EC [36] (p. 1) strikingly confirms the hypothesis in

line with the research question that this article attempts to shed light on: “replication may not be

happening” among smart cities of the EC-H2020-SCC framework programme, as the policy designers

extrapolated. As such, the notable conclusion of this report is the point of departure of this article

when it refers to replication as “a quest for the Holy Grail: everyone is searching, but no one seems

to be able to find it” [36] (p. 6). The report clearly states that the replication of smart urban energy,

mobility, and Information Communication Technologies (ICT) solutions for a clean energy future is

challenging. The report reveals that 70% of the currently existing smart city pilot interventions are

undermined due to very “specific solutions that are difficult to adapt to local contexts” [36] (p. 8).

To some extent, this report resonates with the rebuttal statement formulated by the urban scholar,

Ayona Datta, and with this article, thereby making sense of the replication panacea deadlock in the

policymaking of smart cities, as formulated so far by the EC: “The “urban” is not “science”. It cannot be

measured, replicated, and forecast like other sciences. The urban is an imaginary, a relationship between

multiple spaces and scales from the personal to the global, a site of politics and governance. The urban

is much more than “science”” [37] (p. 1). Thus, stemming from the abovementioned hypothesis [36],
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this article sheds light on the following research question: Why might replication not be happening

among smart cities as a unidirectional, hierarchical, mechanistic, solutionist, and technocratic process?

To illuminate on this discussion by making it accessible to the reader without much knowledge of

the EC-H2020-SCC policy framework, this article considers the main findings of the fieldwork action

research [38,39] and the project documents [13–18], undertaken in the specific EU-H2020-SCC Replicate

project from February 2016 to December 2019. This action was operationally embodied in the City-to-City

Learning Programme during the entirety of 2019, with the direct involvement of the six Replicate cities,

without making any hierarchical distinction among the three lighthouse cities, (San Sebastian in Spain,

Florence in Italy, and Bristol in the United Kingdom), as well as the three follower or fellow cities

(Essen in Germany, Lausanne in Switzerland, and Nilüfer in Turkey), as established explicitly by the

programme. The term used to refer to the latter has been changed during the implementation of the

EC-H2020-SCC framework programme from follower cities to fellow cities, which may slightly show

the potential misalignment and the subsequent gradual fix in the understanding of the replication

function among different cities, regardless of their hierarchical position. Furthermore, from the start,

the replication nature appeared to be even more challenging in the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project,

as follower cities were relegated to a passive role in processes for being unidirectional, hierarchical,

mechanistic, solutionist [40], and technocratic. Local stakeholders in each fellow city were depicted only

as developers of solutions already prepared and packed in the lighthouse cities. This replication-driven

policy design took for granted the assumption that the three lighthouse cities could be the only ones

spelling out urban solutions, without considering whether, first, the urban implementations in the

lighthouse cities were appropriate for the fellow cities, and, second, the fellow cities already had

ongoing replicable models worth considering. Instead, this article offers an experimental alternative

from the social innovation perspective [22,41–44] by offering an enhanced policy approach. That is,

interaction and learning among cities and their related stakeholders would be multidirectional,

radial, dynamic, iterative, and democratic. Consequently, the objective of this article is to show the

experimental alternative replication pathway as it has been demonstrated through a fieldwork action

research process within the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project among six European cities towards a less

unidirectional, hierarchical, mechanistic, solutionist, and technocratic approach for replication between

smart cities. This fieldwork action research resulted in the City-to-City-Learning Programme. Insofar as

the research questions attempts to shed light on why replication might not be happening in smart cities

as anticipated by policymakers [36], the objective of the article is essentially to show an alternative

pathway and an enhanced policy approach that the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project experimented

among the six participant cities, and more importantly, their stakeholders. The fourth section in

this article, Results, illustrates how the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project proceeded implementing a

fieldwork action research by showing a potential alternative to face the research question through

the objective of this article: to introduce the City-to-City-Learning Programme by experimenting five

transitions from the social innovation perspective.

Hence, this article contributes to the literature on the replication problem among smart cities by

revealing the research findings and results from the Replicate EC-H2020-SCC project and challenging

the given institutional, technocratic (as described by Morozov) policy guidelines applied in lighthouse

cities to follower-fellow cities. It, instead, examines the alternative, more diverse, and democratic

process of interaction and learning in the six Replicate cities. The fieldwork took the form of a

webinar series, City-to-City Learning Programme [45], in two phases. First, it employed the active direct

engagement of the wide range of EU-Replicate project’s stakeholders (150 registered participants and

almost 300 offline views). Second, it employed broad dissemination among the network of stakeholders

of the 17 lighthouse projects by reaching the entire H2020-SCC targeted audience [46]. The resulting

programme was operationalised through the leading role of the six-city Replicate representatives who

acted as intermediaries and bricoleurs of the replication-learning process [47–49]. In the proposed

programme, the concept replication was channelled through a learning loop characterised by singularity,

adaptability, and scalability. It is worth highlighting this webinar series occurred before the COVID-19
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outbreak, when face-to-face interaction was the norm, unlike the online and remote current one.

Therefore, this article gathered the information through fieldwork action research retrospectively,

and in a very different context for all stakeholders, the project, and overall general context.

This article proceeds as follows. Section 2 examines the policy context until 2019, encompassing

17 lighthouse projects (46 lighthouse cities and 71 fellow cities) with their related replication strategies,

city composition, networks, and stakeholders’ involvement [50]. Section 3 reviews the literature from the

social innovation perspective to shed light on the research question [41–44,51,52]. Section 4 objectively

describes how the City-to-City Learning Programme was established and implemented among the six

Replicate cities as an alternative replication pathway by experimenting an enhanced policy approach

through fieldwork action research [38,39]. Section 5 presents the potential content for the replication

plans that fellow cities are currently co-producing as a direct result stemming from the City-to-City

Learning Programme. The article, consequently, further examining the fieldwork action research results

experimented jointly by the six cities in the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project, concludes by suggesting

five potential transitions to enhance replication among smart cities’ stakeholders and outlines directions

for future research on social innovation.

2. Policy Context: Benchmarking EC-H2020-SCC Lighthouse Projects’ Replication Strategies

This section analyses policy documents of the EC-H2020-SCC framework programme and [13–18],

in particular, conducts a generic benchmarking about the explicit replication strategies mentioned

through the websites and materials provided by each of the 17 ongoing lighthouse projects [45,53–68].

However, it is worth clarifying that this section comparatively identifies general traces and policy

evidence on the EC-H2020-SCC policy context by focusing somewhat on the specific strategic formulation

about replication in the ongoing 17 lighthouse projects. It is, therefore, outside the scope of this article

to offer an exhaustive and in-depth analysis of each project’s replication strategy and process.

However, the article shows the specific examples stemming from the six cities of the Replicate

project that may inspire, in the future, other replication implementations in smart cities elsewhere.

The objective of the article, thus, is to offer an alternative to pure replication through reformulating the

issue of replication by experimenting an alternative and an enhanced policy approach.

It goes without saying that replication has played an important role in the past in helping

implementation of IT interventions. Nonetheless, the article attempts to show an evolutionary trend

occurring among the EC-H2020-SCC lighthouse projects by which the effectiveness of pure replicability

encounters shortcomings that go beyond pure IT interventions. At present, GDPR has allowed a

European strategy on data and, more recently, a new European data governance strategy that since

February 2020 is being translated into facilitating the use and protection of citizens’ personal data.

This fact, amidst the post-COVID-19 uncertain timeframe may entail a further rigorous contextual and

place-based assessment to implement replication. In the post-COVID-19 era, it is becoming rather clear

that particularities matter, even more so when data privacy and ownership are at stake.

This article, thus, presents data and information stemming from the fieldwork action research

process among the stakeholders of six European cities entirely involved in a learning cycle from January

to December 2019. Amidst the current post-COVID-19 circumstances and in the aftermath of the GDPR,

the process, retrospectively speaking, implemented through this time shows even further relevance to

avoid a pure mechanistic approach.

Based on the analysis shown in Table 1, there are three takeaways for benchmarking the process

of replication among smart cities, which this article highlights [69].
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Table 1. Benchmarking EC-SCC-H2020 Lighthouse Projects. Replication Strategy [13]. Source: www.replicate-project.eu/city2citylearning.

17 Lighthouse
Projects

(up to 2019)

City-Network-Composition Round/Period/Budget/
Website

Replication Strategy:
(LC = Lighthouse Cities;

FC = Follower-Fellow Cities)Lighthouse Cities (46) Follower-Fellow Cities (71)

1. Growsmarter
Stockholm, SE
Barcelona, ES
Koln, DE

Cork, IE
Graz, AT
Porto, PT
Suceava, RO
Valetta, MT

SCC1-2014
2015-2019
34M €
https://grow-smarter.eu/home/

Based on ‘twelve groups of smart solutions entirely developed by
the LC to be, thereafter, tested and adopted by the FC’ [62] (p. 3).

2. Remourban
Nottingham, UK
Tebebasi, TR
Valladolid, ES

Miskolc, HU
Seraing, BE

SCC1-2014
2015-2019
23M €
http://www.remourban.eu/

Based on LC supply to FC demands’ being entirely separated
procedures [67] (p. 4).

3. Triangulum
Stavanger, NO
Eindhoven, NL
Manchester, UK

Tianjin, CHN
Leipzig, DE
Prague, CZ
Sabadell, ES

SCC1-2014
2015-2019
29M €
http:
//www.triangulum-project.eu/

Based on ‘a replication tool shown as a smart city
decision-making tool, which stores the smart solutions achieved
by the LC’ [61] (p. 1).

4. Replicate
San Sebastian-Donostia, ES
Bristol, UK
Florence, IT

Essen, DE
Lausanne, CH
Nilüfer, TR

SCC1-2015
2016-2021
29M €
www.replicate-project.eu

Based on the City-to-City Learning Programme adopting a
multidirectional approach jointly among the LC and FC’ from the
early beginning of 2016 [45].

5. Sharing Cities
London, UK
Lisbon, PT
Milan, IT

Bordeaux, FR
Burgas, BG
Warsaw, PL

SCC1-2015
2016-2020
28M €
http://www.sharingcities.eu/

Based on ‘the ambition being not less than making each follower
city to be treated and make them act as a fellow city’ [68] (p. 6).

6. SmartenCity
Vitoria-Gasteiz, ES
Sonderborg, DK
Tartu, EE

Asenovgrad, GB
Lecce, IT

SCC1-2015
2016-2021
32M €
https://smartencity.eu/

Based on ‘capacity building workshops and thematic webinars
from the LC to FC’ [66] (p. 51).

7. Smarter Together
Lyon, FR
Munich, DE
Vienna, AT

Santiago de Compostela, ES
Sofia, BG
Venice, IT
Yokohama, JP
Kiev, UA

SCC1-2015
2016-2021
29M €
https:
//www.smarter-together.eu/

Based on ‘enablers, key problems and challenges and solutions of
the LC to be reproduced in the FC by gradually engaging them in
the process’ [63] (p. 7).
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Table 1. Cont.

17 Lighthouse
Projects

(up to 2019)

City-Network-Composition Round/Period/Budget/
Website

Replication Strategy:
(LC = Lighthouse Cities;

FC = Follower-Fellow Cities)Lighthouse Cities (46) Follower-Fellow Cities (71)

8. My Smart Life
Nantes, FR
Hamburg, DE
Helsinki, FI

Bydgoszcz, PL
Palencia, ES
Rijeka, HR
Varna, BG

SCC1-2016
2016-2021
21M €
https://www.mysmartlife.eu/

Based on ‘stage 2, after LC interventions, where FC will be
involved, which are going to be learning during the project from
the LC, and will apply their replication plans’ [65] (p. 8).

9. Ruggedised
Rotterdam, NL
Glasgow, UK
Umea, SE

Brno, CZ
Gdansk, PL
Parma, IT

SCC1-2016
2017-2021
19M €
https://ruggedised.eu/

Based on ‘32 smart solutions in the LC and 27 follower solutions
in the FC being entirely autonomous procedures’ [58] (p. 1).

10. IRIS
Nice, FR
Gothenburg, SE
Utrecht, NL

Alexandroupolis, GR
Focsani, RO
Santa Cruz de Tenerife, ES
Vaasa, FI

SCC1-2016
2017-2022
20M €
https://irissmartcities.eu/

Based on ‘processes for scaling the solutions both inside and
outside of the consortium’ [64] (p. 38).

11. Matchup
Valencia, ES
Antalya, TR
Dresden, DE

Herzliya, IL
Kerava, FI
Ostend, BE
Skopje, MA

SCC1-2016
2017-2022
19M €
https:
//www.matchup-project.eu/

Based on ‘active involvement organising events’ [56] (p. 1).

12. Stardust
Pamplona-Iruñea, ES
Tampere, FI
Trento, IT

Derry, UK
Kozani, GR
Cluj-Napoca, RO
Litomerice, CZ

SCC1-2016
2017-2022
21M €
http://stardustproject.eu/

Based on ‘FC will take into consideration the actions carried in
the LC’. [60]

13. Making City
Groningen, NL
Oulu, FI

Vidin, BG
Bassano del Grappa, IT
Lublin, PL
Poprad, SK
León, ES
Kadikoy, TR

SCC1-2017
2018-2023
20M €
http://makingcity.eu/

Based on ‘the concept of Positive Energy District (PED) that will
be tested and validated in two LC, and later will be replicated in 6
FC’ [55].

14. City Exchange
Limerick, IE
Trondheim, NO

Smolyan, BG
Pisek, CZ
Voru, EE
Alba Iulia, RO
Sestao, ES

SCC1-2018
2018-2023
24M €
https://cityxchange.eu/

Based on ‘the demonstration projects [that] are developed in the
LC and will be replicated in five FC’ [54].
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Table 1. Cont.

17 Lighthouse
Projects

(up to 2019)

City-Network-Composition Round/Period/Budget/
Website

Replication Strategy:
(LC = Lighthouse Cities;

FC = Follower-Fellow Cities)Lighthouse Cities (46) Follower-Fellow Cities (71)

15. Atelier
Bilbao, ES
Amsterdam, NL

Copenhagen, DK
Budapest, HR
Riga, LV
Krakow, PL
Matosinhos, PT
Bratislava, SK

SCC1-2018
2019-2024
21M €
http:
//www.smartcity-atelier.eu/

No information provided on replication strategy yet [53].

16. Pocityf
Evora, PT
Alkmaar, NL

Hvidovre, DK
Ioannina, GR
Ujpest, HU
Bari, IT
Celje, SI
Granada, ES

SCC1-2018
2019-2024
22M €
https://pocityf.eu/

No information provided on replication strategy yet [57].

17. Sparcs
Espoo, FI
Leipzig, DE

Kladno, CZ
Kifissia, GR
Reykjavik, IS
Maia, PT
Lviv, UA

SCC1-2018
2019-2024
23M €
https://www.sparcs.info/

Based on ‘LC proving the urban energy transformation while FC
demonstrates the smooth transferability of this transformation
model’ [59].
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First, the EC-H2020-SCC framework programme is based on the rationale that cities achieve more

when they collaborate. The lighthouse projects share technical learning, spread the risk of investing

in new technology, and use their scale to drive down costs through joint procurement. Technologies

tested as part of the EC-H2020-SCC framework programme can then be implemented on a wider scale

at a vastly reduced cost per unit. Evidence suggests that joint procurement can generate massive

cost savings for cities bold enough to embrace inter-city cooperation. For instance, following a 2001

reorganisation of regional procurement in Austria, city authorities achieved savings of 30% and an

administrative workload reduction of 60% [17].

Second, during the 2014–2019 period, 17 lighthouse projects—GrowSmarter, Remourban,

Triangulum, Replicate, Sharing Cities, SmartenCity, Smarter Together, My Smart Life, Ruggedised,

IRIS, Matchup, Stardust, Making City, City Exchange, Atelier, Pocityf, and Sparcs [13]—have been

funded under the EC-H2020-SCC framework programme encompassing 46 lighthouse cities and

71 follower-fellow cities with the direct involvement of their related stakeholders. An overarching

benchmarking analysis shows a wide range of city-networks, compositions, and budget allocations.

Nonetheless, the rationale behind the formulation of replication strategy seems to follow the institutional

discourse where the lighthouse cities command and entirely determine the replication procedure

with very little active decision-making by follower-fellow cities. It is also true that there are nuanced

differences among lighthouse projects. Whereas the first round of lighthouse projects (GrowSmarter,

Remourban, and Triangulum) depict a rather mechanistic and unidirectional managerial understanding

in how to proceed with replication, the rounds after SCC1-2014 have gradually evolved towards

a more iterative or dynamic approach by (1) including follower-fellow cities much earlier in the

process [54,58–60,63,65,68] and (2) allowing their active involvement in the replication planning and

outcomes through knowledge exchange activities such as workshops, thematic webinars, and interaction

activities [55,56,64,66].

Third, beyond the ongoing technical implementations and because they are hypothetical and not

mentioned in lighthouse projects’ replication-related formulations’ analysis, this article highlights that,

sooner than later, innovative technological solutions in the lighthouse projects will require attention

to the inevitable consequences of data disruption of existing platforms [29,70]. As a result of the

GDPR taking effect from May 2018, lighthouse and follower-fellow cities are required to include

particular protocols by allowing citizens to avoid complicated (and often obscure) extractive algorithmic

governance practices [71]. Failure to do so may mean bypassing the role of city stakeholders in filtering

urban solutions from the techno-ethical perspective of data beyond complying with privacy standards,

as requested by the GDPR [8]. There are already clear consequences for replication activities in terms of

the current European digital economy that is being increasingly characterized by pervasive processes

of datafication, with “big data” on citizens’ behaviour collected by private companies without further

democratic accountability [28]. However, the benchmarking conducted did not find any evidence yet

of such harvesting in the replication strategies carried out by the lighthouse projects [72].

To sum up, the three takeaways, by which (i) technical learning and collaboration among cities,

(ii) the evolution towards a more iterative or dynamic approach, and (iii) the inevitability to draw

contextual attention to the algorithmic disruption, are critical for the core function of replication of

smart cities; of particular emphasis is the fact that, in the post-COVID-19 landscape and due to the

extensive developments of the GDPR, cities should foster learning processes from each other and

avoid the temptation to conduct pure replication without filtering the urban interventions through the

democratic accountability of a multi-stakeholder framework and the local expertise of knowledgeable

city representatives. Having said that, by examining the EC-H2020-SCC framework programme’s

project documents [13–18] and, more specifically, those summarised in Table 1 about the remaining

16 lighthouse projects [53–68], little evidence is shown about the effectiveness and benefits derived from

the pure replication transfer, at least for stakeholders or citizens [11]. In the near future, in addition to the

need to protect citizens from the algorithmic disruption with the GDPR coverage, it is rather likely that

increasingly bigger differences among cities, not only with similar socio-economic and technological
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infrastructure features but also with uneven resilient responses to the COVID-19 pandemic, will surface,

a fact that inevitably will make replication even less feasible for mechanistically happening among

smart cities.

3. Research Question: Why Might Replication Not Be Happening among Smart Cities as a
Unidirectional, Hierarchical, Mechanistic, Solutionist, and Technocratic Process?

One of the most important challenges in implementing smart city policies is grasping the nature

and procedure for replication dynamics in the current post-algorithmic smart city [10]. As such,

while evidence, as analysed in the previous section, from the lighthouse projects suggests that the

devil is often in the details—it is, at the same time, possible to identify common mechanisms that

appear to hamper replication. According to Vandervyvere [36] (p. 7), replication is not happening as

smoothly as anticipated by the EC-H2020-SCC because of the following five factors. First, there is a

lack of connection between the replicating technology and the local stakeholders’ interest. Second,

the simplistic business-as-usual approach of the profit-driven private and the public sectors focused

excessively on the short term [73]. Third, unique contexts are not seriously considered. Fourth,

regulatory bottlenecks are still sustained by vested private interests and systemic inertia. Fifth, there is a

lack of commitment from politicians in realising urban transformations. Of these, context is particularly

important as the secret to effective replication lies in the proper combination of context-specific

measures, on the one hand, and uniformity for scaling up, on the other. Thus, what should be treated

as context-specific? Moreover, where can (should) the local context be transcended? In line with the

hypothesis suggested by Vandervyvere [36], in this article, therefore, the research question sheds light

on the alternative pathway jointly implemented by the six cities of the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project

through introducing their resulting City-to-City-Learning Programme that is currently being intensively

used to formulate fellow cities’ replication plans.

Replication has been broadly researched through different perspectives focusing on public

management practices [31,32,35]. According to Walker, James and Brewer [35] (p. 1221), “replication

is increasingly recognized as an important part of knowledge production in the social sciences,

especially for experimental approach.” However, replication is also discussed and undertaken,

sometimes controversially, in many other disciplines. For instance, Jilke et al. [32] clearly argue that

there are good reasons to believe that replication may not always work as anticipated or designed

by policy frameworks due to the difficulty in measuring a comprehensive equivalence in replications

of experiments.

More specifically, by providing more examples from the project documents [13–18], it is

noteworthy that replication methodologies applied in the EC-H2020-SCC framework programme

by lighthouse projects, such as the one by Remourban [67], resonate with the idea of designing

a list of indicators that pre-define the main features of cities through data sources, where to find

this information, and the statistical procedures to be conducted to obtaining a classification of

cities’ typologies [74]. This project used a cluster identification tool for collecting 41 indicators

to feed the lighthouse cities’ supply and follower cities’ demand as entirely separated procedures.

Similarly, the Triangulum project acknowledges that their focus is only on the lighthouse cities [61],

thus remaining relatively non-committal about the adoption by the follower-fellow cities [75]. Based on

this technocratic-mechanistic approach, several replication techniques are suggested, including best

practices, common cross-domain use cases, capability models, benchmarking and Key Performance

Indicators (KPIs), interoperability, platform approach, standard (vertical and horizontal), and profiling.

As such, the replication function in the EC-H2020-SCC was initially expected to increase innovation and

technological transfer. It required finding suitable financing that was allied with innovative business

models while sharing knowledge, good practices, and lessons learned to achieve a successful replication.

The complexity of such a task makes simple copy-paste replication rare and difficult. That was the case

also for GrowSmarter [62] adopting a unidirectional model by which twelve thematic groups entirely

aligned with lighthouse cities developed smart solutions to be, thereafter, tested and adopted directly
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by the follower cities. It is noteworthy that the remaining lighthouse projects reoriented replication

strategies [53–60,63–66,68] by including the agency of follower or fellow cities through knowledge

exchange activities. The project documents and websites provide synthetic information from which

we can draw such a preliminary conclusion.

In light of the brief benchmarking of the EC-H2020-SCC framework programme’s lighthouse

projects to overcome their failures and provide a readjustment to its initial approach, this article

suggests that replication may well be re-designed as a blend of elements consisting of a learning process

implemented from the social innovation perspective using fieldwork action research that includes the

following: (1) examine in-depth the technological solution and, even, experimenting and prototyping to

assess its potential for replication by local stakeholders (as a whole or partially); (2) adapt the intervention

to local regulatory and socio-economic conditions; (3) include non-technical aspects that could be

hindering replication, such as financing opportunities, the economic situation, regulatory regimes,

social acceptability, business and social model adoption, algorithmic disruption, data ownership and

privacy; and (4) ultimately, offer an operational framework where city representatives could well

coordinate their learning process by including a wide range of stakeholders that could directly interact

with other stakeholders operating within the same EC-H2020-SCC lighthouse project. This operational

framework in EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project was the City-to-City-Learning Programme.

Thus, to provide not only a critical but also a constructive alternative to the given institutional

definition of replication, as designed by the EC-H2020-SCC, this article illustrates this approach by

suggesting a transition from the former approach to the one implemented in the Replicate project

by using the social innovation perspective (Table 2). Thus, the function of replication seemed to

have been projected, from the policy designers and practitioners simulating such a unidirectional,

hierarchical, mechanistic, solutionist, and, even, technocratic procedure among smart cities, as Morozov

described [9,34,75,76]. Instead, the City-to-City Learning Programme alternatively operated by following

a social innovation perspective, thus considering the unique combination of multiple stakeholders in

each Replicate city (regardless of being a lighthouse or follower-fellow) and, more importantly, the way

replication could be effectively facilitated through a city network’s multidirectional, radial, dynamic,

iterative, and democratic learning process [24,45,77,78].

Table 2. Conceptual evolution of replication from the social innovation perspective: Five Transitions.

Source: www.replicate-project.eu/city2citylearning.

[21,41–44]

From (Pure) Replication To City-To-City-Learning

Unidirectional Multidirectional

Hierarchical Radial

Mechanistic Dynamic

Solutionist Iterative

Technocratic Democratic

Furthermore, this article provides further identified evidence about the replication strategy

narratives of the remaining 16 lighthouse projects that complement Table 1: (i) GrowSmarter followed

an Integrated Management Cycle purely with no explicit evidence about follower cities’ engagement;

(ii) Remourban implemented a roadmap model based on a supply and demand unidirectional

model; (iii) Triangulum preliminary showed in the website a replication tool (currently unavailable),

which stored the smart solutions achieved by the lighthouse cities; (iv) Sharing Cities acknowledged in

its project document that follower cities were included at very early stages in the definition and design

of the lighthouse projects, despite the fact that follower cities were meant to replicate the lighthouse

solutions [68] (p. 6); (v) SmartenCity focused (in the same direction of Replicate) on considering the

paradigm of city networks as crucial actors to address the challenges since it can create opportunities
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for peer-to-peer learning as the source of replication and innovation [66] (p. 15); (vi) Smarter Together

examined in-depth organisational, legal, economic, and communication aspects in the lighthouse

cities to reproduced urban solutions in the follower cities based on the former examination [63] (p. 4);

(vii) My Smart Life incorporated knowledge exchange activities such as workshops, study tours,

and webinars to the process by which lighthouse cities shed light on the replication action to the

follower cities [65]; (viii) Ruggedised suggested knowledge sharing and training and the establishment

of an initial assessment of the follower cities as a way to implement replication strategies [58]; (ix) IRIS

addressed replication by scaling the solutions both inside and outside the consortium through a

knowledge exchange framework and their assessment through KPI (Key Performance Indicators) [64];

(x) Matchup implemented replication through events and a comparative analysis of indicators of

lighthouse cities without explicitly delineating the role of the follower cities within this process [56];

(xi) Stardust, in its current stage of development, seems to focus on a holistic view about replication

but has not yet explicitly detailed the role of the follower cities [60]; (xii) Making City detailed its

replication strategy by entirely maximising the Positive Energy Districts (PED) in their six follower

cities [55]; (xiii) the City Exchange project formulation on replication strategy is rather generic with

no explicit procedure about how this replication will take place within the five follower cities [54];

(xiv) Atelier [53] and (xv) Pocityf [57] have yet to define any replication strategy; and (xvi) Sparcs [59]

refers to urban energy transformations from lighthouse cities to fellow cities.

According to Mihci [42] (p. 1), given the problem of the social innovation perspective and,

also, the function of replication, “it is the difficulty to obtain reliable results through metrics that

could be extended to the statistical, methodological, and, even, conceptual spheres.” Nonetheless,

this article adopts the social innovation perspective of empowering networks of stakeholders suggested

by Pel et al. [44] for the conceptual evolution of replication, as conducted in the EC-H2020-SCC

Replicate project’s City-to-City Learning Programme. This programme, stemming from the social

innovation perspective, produced objective results directly from the interaction of six Replicate cities’

stakeholders that are currently being used internally by fellow cities to formulate collaboratively their

own replication plans. The replication function actually has proven the requirement to be connected

with local contextual ecosystems of stakeholders to better adopt the suggested and agreed upon

urban interventions [41]. In line with the DNA of the resulting City-to-City Learning Programme in the

Replicate EC-H2020-SCC lighthouse project, Bartels [22] argues that social innovation now can play

an active role in bolstering transformative change and create a trajectory for learning for smart cities

and their urban governance [79]. This article offers an operational alternative through a conceptual

evolution of the understanding and implementation of replication in the given institutional corpus

of EC-H2020-SCC in the specific Replicate project through five transitions stemming from a multiple

stakeholder-driven, socially innovative perspective. The key transitions are (1) from a unidirectional to

a multidirectional perspective, where six Replicate cities shared their best practices and lessons learned

at the same level; (2) from a hierarchical logic to a radial one; (3) from a mechanistic understanding of

replication to a dynamic, flexible, and agile one; (4) from the almost obligatory requirement to finding

urban solutions to an ongoing iterative process of pinpointing causes and alternative prototypes for

solutions; and, (5) ultimately, creating a more democratic ecosystem realized with a wide range of

stakeholders, unlike a technocratically directed outcome.

The employed fieldwork action research method was based on the research data collected during

preparation and through the webinar series called City-to-City Learning Programme. The data was

co-produced and co-analysed with each city (either lighthouse or fellow) representative. The fieldwork

action research method [38,39] allows the study to maximise the transition and to experiment from

the pure replication approach to the resulting city-to-city-learning outcome. The data was analysed

consistently with the six city representatives of San Sebastian, Essen, Florence, Lausanne, Bristol,

and Nilüfer during the whole programme from January to December 2019. Above all, the five transitions

anchored this fieldwork action research experimentation. Before, during, and after every webinar

series, information was effectively shared with each city representative to foster a multidirectional,
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radial, dynamic, and iterative process. Alongside this, each city representative shared among its

city-regional stakeholders’ network the outcome of the webinars and the lessons learnt. It goes without

saying that the main and direct beneficiaries of this action research method were fellow cities. As it

was already presented in the Introduction section, the objective of this method, and thus, of this article,

was to show an alternative replication pathway that could assist fellow cities in learning and adapting

from the other cities’ actions, measures, and prototypes that may well be included in their replication

plans. Table 3 will show the ongoing status of their replication plans that will be effectively finalised by

December 2020 by the three city representatives of the fellow cities. Thus, the method used (and built)

through action research resulting in the City-to-City Learning Programme is the proof that demonstrates

that another replication rationale may be feasible and beneficial for the whole consortium. Moreover,

there are several indirect benefits of this action research process that are worth highlighting as follows

(Table 3): (i) the impact achieved both internally and externally, (ii) the stakeholders directly involved in

the online and offline discussions, and (iii) the selected actions to be replicated, scaled up, and adapted,

subject to the fellow cities’ replication plans.
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Table 3. Replication Plans: Scalability, adaptability, and singularity. Source: www.replicate-project.eu/city2citylearning.

City-To-City Learning Programme as a Multidirectional, Radial, Dynamic, Iterative, and Further Democratic Replication Strategy among EC-H2020-SCC Replicate Project’s Cities

Replicate
Cities

L/F (*)
Smart
City

Action

Impact
(**)

Stakeholders Directly Involved:
Identified through Penta Helix Multiple Stakeholders’

Policy Framework (***)

Potential Fellow Cities’ Replication Plans (****):
Selected Actions to Be Replicated, Scaled Up, and Adapted

P V
1 2 3 4 5 Essen Lausanne Nilüfer

Public Private Academia Civil Society
Entrepreneurs/

Activists
E M I C E M I C E M I C

(SS)
San

Sebastian
L

SS.1.

30 149

X X X X

SS.2. X X

SS.3. X X X X

(E)
Essen

F

E.1.

22 33

X X X X X

E.2. X X X

E.3. X X X

(F)
Florence

L

F.1.

35 40

X X X X X

F.2. X X X X X

F.3. X X X X

(L)
Lausanne

F

L.1.

10 20

X X X X X

L.2. X X

L.3. X X

(B)
Bristol

L

B.1.

23 40

X X X X X X

B.2. X X X X

B.3. X X X X X X X

(N)
Nilüfer

F

N.1.

30 18

X X X

N.2. X X X X X

N.3. X X X

150 300

* L represents lighthouse cities and F does fellow cities. ** P represents the number of participants during the session and V represents the number of offline views. *** The Penta Helix
framework [49] distributes stakeholders in five categories: 1 represents the public sector, 2 represents the private sector, 3 represents academia, 4 represents the civil society, and 5 represents
social entrepreneurs and activists. **** This column depicts the identification made by fellow cities’ representatives in the General Assembly that took place in Florence on 30 October 2019.
The potential fellow cities’ replication plans have effectively selected these smart city initiatives in close collaboration with stakeholders of the Replicate cities, regardless of being lighthouse
or fellow cities. E represents smart city initiatives related to energy, M represents mobility, I represents ICT, and C represents citizens’ engagement. The black area means that each fellow
city cannot replicate itself.
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4. Results: City-To-City Learning Programme in the EC-H2020-SCC-Replicate Project

The design of the City-to-City Learning Programme as the main replication strategy of the

EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project was initiated from the beginning of the project in February 2016.

Since then, the three lighthouse cities (San Sebastian, Florence, and Bristol) and the three fellow cities

(Essen, Nilüfer, and Lausanne)—replacing the former nomenclature and the hierarchical position

of the follower cities—closely collaborated in the definition of the contents and the methodological

activities involved (Figure 1). In doing so, the function of replication within the project intensively

encouraged a fertile dialogue, thus connecting stakeholders (regardless of their lighthouse or fellow

city consideration) working either in one or, sometimes, several smart policy sectors (energy, mobility,

and ICT). Furthermore, this experimental approach resulted in a productive conversation among

stakeholders in the six cities. The replication strategy previously examined the unique multiple

stakeholder framework in each fellow city through the Penta Helix (including actors interacting in the

public, private, civil society, academic, and entrepreneur-activist domains of smart cities) [49,80].

Figure 1. EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project.

Wisely influenced by the research and policy findings conducted by the Urban Transformations

ESRC (Economic and Social Research Council) Programme at the University of Oxford [81], the fieldwork

action research conducted until December 2019 allowed the author to anticipate the cleavage between

the smart city as a mobile policy understood as “glossy stories, fragmented processes, and a random

process” [82] (p. 133), and the early entrepreneurial research findings at the beginning of the Replicate

project by deconstructing a somewhat techno-deterministic smart city policy agenda. Consequently,

the Replicate project’s strategy primarily focused on putting methodological advancements into

action to foster learning in and among cities by avoiding (and presumably overcoming) replicability

dependent on techno-deterministic principles based on so-called solutionism [40]. Smart cities are

not machines [83]. Moreover, their internal initiatives are directly and proportionally dependent on

stakeholders interacting uniquely with a dense set of power relationships [50]. How should such a

complex strategy called Replication be approached [17]?

In this Results section, this article describes, in depth, the smart city actions implemented by

each city in the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project. In doing so, this article objectively presents how

fellow cities in the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project are elaborating and shaping their replication

plans, widely adapting, and prototyping smart city actions conducted not only in the lighthouse

cities but also in the other fellow cities. Judging from Table 3, and particularly from the Discussion

section, replication in the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project is not being facilitated as a unidirectional,

hierarchical, mechanistic, solutionist, and technocratic process. Instead, and this is the main objective

of this article, the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project, altogether, among the six Replicate cities, attempted
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to open up an alternative experimental pathway following a social innovation perspective. In doing so,

this article objectively interprets this alternative replication process that is currently taking place as

a learning process rather than as pure replication. Thus, replication may be happening among the

six cities of the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project, but, most importantly, not as it was unidirectionally

anticipated through a pure replication from lighthouse cities to fellow cities (former follower cities).

The learning process following the five transitions presented in the previous section as the main

guiding element in this replication process. Consequently, this section, Results, shows the following

evidence-based and objective policy content: How fellow cities are currently shaping their potential

replication plans as an ongoing process. Methodologically speaking, it is worth noting that the essence

of the fieldwork action research stemming from the social innovation perspective implemented in the

EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project is eminently an iterative and qualitative mixed method [38,39].

The fieldwork action research method is described, in depth, as follows: Within the first three

years of the project, covering the 2016–2018 period, the three lighthouse cities focused entirely on their

pilot initiatives in the three smart city sectors (energy, mobility, and ICT). Alongside these initiatives,

the Replication strategy suggested reverting the rationale for the mainstream approach (preliminarily

designed by EC policymakers), stemming from a unidirectional and mechanistic logic. By contrast,

the Replicate project was gradually empowering the former follower cities (now already officially

and institutionally fellow cities) by putting them at the same level as the lighthouse cities through a

multidirectional learning cycle. Until 2019, an intense fieldwork action research process alongside

the lighthouse cities’ initiatives in three fellow cities for those early three years was carried out,

including (1) critical factors’ assessment and (2) mapping out the unique composition of stakeholders

by following the Penta Helix policy framework [49]. Essentially, the programme was based on the

following methodological steps: (1) The singularity of each city (strategic aim and contextual factors)

was examined through a critical factors’ assessment methodology, with (2) the scalability depending on

the composition of the multiple stakeholders’ policy scheme, such as their interdependence and power

relations (examined through the Penta Helix policy framework). Moreover, (3) the adaptability of the

given smart action (contrasting feasibility and potential impact) was facilitated through this City-to-City

Learning Programme; and, ultimately, (4) the replicability after the multidirectional learning loop among

stakeholders through each fellow city’s action-driven formulation was established, completing their

own replication plans tailored to their strategic and operational needs.

As a result, the City-to-City Learning Programme set the scene to establish a prolific common ground

among the six Replicate cities without any hierarchical or functional distinctions. The stakeholders

fostered a shared participatory agora and a co-operative platform directly among Replicate stakeholders

(regardless of their city of reference). Funnily enough, and most importantly, the Replicate project

curated and warmed-up this programme with the active participation of the representative and

strategic stakeholders of the six Replicate cities by experimenting with the complex task of replication

through a multidirectional learning loop stemming from an approach using social innovation.

Ultimately, this programme was designed to assist fellow cities in formulating their own replication

plans, outlined in Part 4 of this article. Drawing on the experience and objective results achieved and

publicly available at www.replicate-project.eu/city2citylearning—more than 150 registered participants

and almost 300 offline views—this section addresses how this replication strategy and intervention,

stemming from a perspective of social innovation, developed new forms of policy incentives for more

participatory policy design, as well as monitoring, feedback, assessment, and learning loops that utilize

the characteristics of digital transformations in smart cities among a vast and nuanced democratic

representation of stakeholders’ plurality and diversity.

This section provides an analytical summary of the fieldwork action research conducted for the

elaboration of the City-to-City Learning Programme encompassing a series of six webinar sessions in

which each Replicate city elaborated on its smart city strategic actions (organized through three slots

per city by including a diverse range of stakeholders). It was presented and discussed directly among

Replicate stakeholders, thus ensuring a multidirectional, radial, dynamic, iterative, and intentionally
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more democratic learning process by bypassing the given pure mechanistic approach suggested by the

EC-H2020-SCC framework programme.

4.1. San Sebastian

San Sebastian, as the leading lighthouse city of the Replicate project, was the first city to participate

in the webinar programme. The session led by the city representative of San Sebastian, entitled Excellence

of Service Provision Based on Data Monitoring and Smart Management, took place on 5 February 2019 [84].

The city profile and characterisation of San Sebastian in the context of the Replicate project can be

summarised as follows: The municipality of Donostia-San Sebastian is the capital of the Province of

Gipuzkoa in the autonomous Basque community in the northern region of Spain. It has a population

of 186,000 people. Within the context of the Replicate project, several pilot projects were planned in the

area of the Urumea river district. The district has the city’s largest green park, Ametzagaña Park, and a

large industrial park, Poligono 27, which houses over 300 companies employing almost 4500 people.

More dramatically though, it has also been a district in the city vulnerable to flooding from the river,

which is a problem that has gradually been addressed through the Replicate project. One challenge the

Replicate project attempted to tackle in this neighbourhood was improving the district’s connectivity

to the rest of the city through public transport, public lighting, Internet connectivity via a high-speed

network, and the energy efficiency of its buildings. This district was the target of many measures to

improve the quality of life, including the construction of approximately 1500 new homes in a new

neighbourhood, building a district heating plant, and installing a smart lighting system.

The City-to-City Learning Programme session for San Sebastian consisted of three smart

city presentations subject to be replicated by the fellow cities involving a diverse set of

stakeholders—representing primarily the public, private, and academic sectors applying the Penta Helix

framework [49]. The first presentation revolved around the transition from traditional infrastructures

to intelligent connected solutions for smart lighting implemented by the local Small and Medium

Enterprise (SME), Leycolan [85] (SS.1.). This urban intervention allowed for communication between

luminaries. The second presentation aimed at exploiting the city’s information by linking data to

other cities through the semantic web executed by the ICT firm, Eurohelp [86] (SS.2.). The information

is part of the Linked Open Data Cloud, published as open data under the linked data paradigm.

Finally, the third presentation showed a smart platform developed by the local firm, Ikusi [87] (SS.3.),

that aimed at integrating the city’s mobility data sources.

4.2. Essen

The second session of the programme, The New Smelters of the Coal Heartland, was led by the city

representative of the fellow city of Essen and took place on 21 March 2019 [88].

The City of Essen is located in the North-Rhine Westphalia, in the heart of the Ruhr Area,

with approximately 5.1 million people. Following London and Paris, this metropolitan area constitutes

the third-largest urban agglomeration in Europe. Essen is an independent city in the administrative

district of Düsseldorf. Its 582,624 inhabitants make it the ninth-largest city in Germany. Essen has

transitioned from being a coal and steel metropolis to a European Green Capital. The municipal area of

210 km2 is divided into nine districts and 50 neighbourhoods. Essen is an important industrial centre

for German enterprises. A mix of big firms, SMEs, and an active craft sector maintain a good economic

climate. There is a very comprehensive relationship of the European Green Capital 2017 project with

Essen’s goal to establish a smart city strategy from the Replicate project.

The City-to-City Learning Programme session for Essen was represented primarily by the public,

private, academic, and entrepreneurial and start-up sectors. The first presentation described how the

support of start-ups could help blend the smart and sustainable agendas of cities, as in the case of

Camp-Essen [89] (E.1.). Camp-Essen was presented as a platform for collaboration and co-innovation

among start-ups, corporations, SMEs, business angels, and academia in line with the Penta Helix policy

scheme [49] employed for the whole replication strategy. The second presentation presented by the
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socially-driven entrepreneurial Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO), Impact Hub Ruhr [90] (E.2.),

aimed at connecting communities for change and how the start-up scene can help blend the smart

and sustainable agendas of cities. Impact Hub Ruhr complemented Camp-Essen by connecting social

entrepreneurs with a broadband of active citizens. Impact Hub Ruhr was actually presented as a global

network focused on building entrepreneurial communities out of innovators, social entrepreneurs,

and urban intermediaries [47]. The final action elaborated on how a brownfield could turn into a

showcase for the smart and sustainable future of cities by presenting the flagship project, Essen 51,

led by a private firm called Thelen Gruppe [91] (E.3.). This new district is being built with a forecast of

1500 new homes and 500,000 m2 of new business space.

4.3. Florence

The third session of the programme, Go Fast, Go Green, Get Connected: That’s Smart!, was led by the

city representative of the lighthouse city of Florence and took place on 7 May 2019 [92].

Florence, the capital of the Italian region of Tuscany, is the region’s most populous city. It has

approximately 383,000 and over 1 million inhabitants in the core and greater metropolitan area,

respectively. Due to its historical and cultural heritage, tourism is its most important industry.

However, production and commercial activities remain important economic drivers, especially in

the greater metropolitan area. The city is often in the top ten most visited cities in the world,

with approximately 10 million tourists staying in local accommodation. About two million more

visitors arrive through cruise ships and day-tours. This high number of visitors presents a significant

challenge for the city’s administration. While it represents the main source of income for the city, it is

also increasingly seen as a threat to its services and management, as well as the quality of life for those

who live in the highly congested central urban zones. Within the context of the Replicate project,

the smart city pilot projects were implemented in the district of Novoli, northwest of Florence.

The City-to-City Learning Programme session for Florence was represented primarily by the

public, private, civil society, academic, and entrepreneurial sectors. The first presentation revolved

around the fast recharge and e-taxi examples of e-mobility initiatives to deploy sustainable mobility

presented by the company, e-distribuzione [93]. Florence has been undertaking transport network

modernisation from 2016 to 2020, thus increasing the number of electric vehicles, doubling the number

of hybrid-electric vehicles, and reducing the number of pure internal combustion engine vehicles to

as low as zero (F.1.). The second presentation covered an e-recharge system, facilitating the move

towards a sustainable community (F.2.). Florence aimed at promoting the development of electric

mobility through the realisation of a recharging network for electric vehicles. Finally (F.3.), the third

presentation was primarily developed by the University of Florence around the smart city platform

and the control room.

4.4. Lausanne

The fourth session of the programme, Roadmap for the Realisation of an Eco-District, including the

Development of Medium-Depth Geothermal Energy in Urban Areas, was led by the city representative of the

fellow city of Lausanne and took place on 9 July 2019 [94].

Lausanne is the fourth biggest city in Switzerland. It has 142,000 inhabitants and is the centre of an

urban area with a population of 350,000. The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita is about 61,000€

in 2015. Its main firms are SICPA, Bobst, Tetrapack, and Logitech. In 2016, Lausanne launched an

energy efficiency programme called Equiwatt, as a part of the 2050 federal energy strategy. It is aimed

at saving energy for individuals and businesses, thereby raising awareness of energy consumption.

In the mobility sector, Lausanne has been striving for many years to limit the overwhelming space

taken up by private cars to encourage more access to shops and businesses. By reducing authorized

parking times on the streets, the municipality encourages commuters to leave their vehicles at outlying

Park & Ride facilities. Private car traffic has been reduced by 6000 vehicles per day. ICT is a significant

issue for Lausanne, as highlighted by stakeholders in the city.
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The City-to-City Learning Programme session for Lausanne was represented primarily by the public,

private, and academic sectors: The first presentation covered a roadmap for the realisation of the

eco-district, called Plaines-du-Loup (L.1.). This district promotes the attractiveness by introducing a

functional mix (30% activity, 70% housing) and the creation of a public transport axis. The second

presentation covered the development of medium-depth geothermal energy in the Plaines-de-Loup

district (L.2.). In this district, heat production was based on deep geothermal and heat recovery from

wastewater. Finally, the third presentation was devoted to the energy programme called Equiwatt (L.3.).

4.5. Bristol

The fifth session of the programme, Collaborating with Communities: Creating the Future Cities We

Need, was led by the city representative of the lighthouse city of Bristol on 26 September 2019 [95].

A recent performance assessment framework on Bristol’s smart city strategy [96] stated that the

strategy was formed in 2011 to lead the digital innovation agenda within the city. Two main landmark

projects are detailed as the key performance of this city: the Bristol is Open and Replicate project.

Research and policy findings reveal two main and optimistic conclusions for the case of Bristol [96]

(p. 6). First, “Bristol presents an increasing effort to experiment with the citizen-centric approach,

[considering] (smart) citizens as decision-makers rather than pure data providers.” Second, “Bristol is

ultimately amalgamating a large number of smart projects in a complex network of interactions with

citizens. The prospect for the future will be fostering decision-makers’ interplay, [thus] portraying the

city as an open platform.”

The City-to-City Learning Programme session for Bristol was represented primarily by the public,

academic, and civil society sectors. The first presentation delivered Bristol’s methodological approach

to co-design urban interventions with citizens (B.1.) [97]. According to its strategic stakeholder,

KWMC [98], Bristol’s approach put local needs at the heart of innovation; that is, tech is pulled in,

not pushed onto citizens. The second presentation revolved around technology, data, and governance.

Particularly, how we make it accessible for citizens embodied by the flagship project Bristol is

Open. Data that could affect a city planning project—such as air quality, traffic rates and patterns,

energy consumption, and crime statistics—was shown through open data platforms of the city (B.2.).

Finally, the third presentation emphasised the ongoing project called the One City Approach and

Inclusive Futures. The presentation was, essentially, a shared city vision by 2050 based on six prioritized

themes: health and well-being, economy, homes and communities, environment, learning and skills,

and connectivity (B.3).

4.6. Nilüfer

The final session of the programme, Socio-Economic Development from Below, was led by the city

representative of the fellow city of Nilüfer and took place on 20 November 2019 [99].

Nilüfer is one of the 17 districts of Bursa province, located in a key geographic position providing

a logistic connection for major cities, such as Ankara, İstanbul, and İzmir, to equally access national

and global markets. Three universities offer world-class education. Advanced infrastructure, dynamic

entrepreneurs, and high quality of life and work create an attractive investment as well as a welcoming

social climate. It has been established as the main residential development area of Bursa to meet the

housing needs of the growing city as well as industrial and commercial structures. Nilüfer comes

first among the districts of Bursa in terms of the economic contribution while providing employment

opportunities to 80% of the Bursa population via the Organized Industrial Zones within its border.

In 2015, the population of Nilüfer Municipality reached 397,303, a 5.81% increase over the previous

year. The population increase in the last five years was 35%. This growth is higher than the average of

Turkey and Bursa and will probably continue to grow due to the city’s attractive industrial investment

and jobs. The population of Nilüfer encompasses 13.98% of the total population of Bursa (2,842,547).

Nilüfer had 495.75 km2 of district area and 962 persons/km2 in 2015, while these values were 10,886

km2 and 273 persons/km2 for Bursa, respectively. Bursa is viewed as one of the fastest-growing
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middle-weight cities that are projected to account for more than 60% of global GDP growth over

the next 15 years. There are 16 organised industrial zones and one free trade zone with clusters in

automotive, textile, machinery, food, and furniture.

The City-to-City Learning Programme session for Nilüfer was represented primarily by the public,

private, academic, civil society, and emergent entrepreneurial activities and sectors. The first

presentation addressed grassroots empowerment through neighbourhood committees that were

created in 2009 to reach disadvantaged segments in society (N.1.) [100]. The second presentation

covered bottom-up energy efficiency, including initiatives for energy cooperatives, grey water treatment

and compost facilities, and a social entrepreneurship centre (N.2.). Finally, the third presentation

covered emerging industrial spin-off ecologies related to the paradigm of industry 4.0 and advanced

manufacturing (N.3.).

5. Discussion: Shaping Potential Fellow Cities’ Replication Plans

As a result of the City-to-City Learning Programme, a broad amalgamation of smart city actions

interdependently touching upon smart sectors, such as energy, mobility, ICT, and citizens’ engagement,

and, more importantly, deeply discussed among a wide range of Replicate stakeholders, was offered to

fellow cities to formulate their own replication plans. Table 3 summarises the outcome of the learning

process among stakeholders, resulting in a strategic replication formulation framed by the general

context of the City-to-City Learning Programme, which finished in December 2019. As has already been

presented in the third section of this article, the method based on fieldwork action research allowed the

project to assist fellow cities in currently formulating their replication plans as follows:

Essen concluded by considering the lessons learned for replicating the following smart city

initiatives, organised by sectors involving both lighthouse or fellow cities and the related stakeholders.

(1) In energy, smart public lighting, intelligent LED systems, and an e-taxi system would be adopted

directly, learning from stakeholders in San Sebastian and Florence. Improvements to the public lighting

infrastructure would include innovative solar thermal seasonal storage (for social housing). Moreover,

Essen will attempt to incorporate the energy planning of an eco-district for Essen 51, learning directly

from the Plaines-du-Loup district carried out by the fellow city of Lausanne. (2) In the case of mobility,

Essen expressed its interest in adopting electric buses and an e-bike sharing system, as deployed by

the smart mobility platform of the lighthouse city of San Sebastian. Additionally, the info-mobility

system developed by the lighthouse city of Florence offers a comprehensive information system across

services, full electric taxi vehicles, fast recharging systems, and a sustainable public taxi fleet. Finally,

the journey planner and parking apps (including payment), developed by the lighthouse city of Bristol,

was decided to be an appropriate model. (3) In the area of ICT, Essen may adopt the model of Bristol is

Open, which would drive social collaboration, knowledge, data sharing, and analytics management

across the digital landscapes to deliver services to the public authorities, residents, business, students,

and visitors. Finally (4), in the area of citizens’ engagement, Essen showed a particular interest

in emulating the One City Approach and Bristol is Open (particularly through its Citizen Sensing

initiative), and the bottom-up energy efficiency measures adopted in Nilüfer, which directly connects

with the approach of involving multiple stakeholders in Essen.

Lausanne concluded with its own list of potential actions after being matched with several

interventions conducted by the following Replicate cities. (1) In energy, in line with the core value

proposition put forth by Lausanne around the district heating intervention, the demand-side platform

developed in the St. Sebastian and Essen 51 interventions drew special attention in combination

with the public smart lighting system deployed in St. Sebastian. (2) In mobility, Lausanne may be

adapting the smart transport management system developed in St. Sebastian and showed interest in

learning from the experience in Florence regarding the taxi fleet with electric vehicles and the superfast

recharging system. (3) In the ICT sector, the Bristol is Open approach could be adapted in Lausanne,

(4) as well as for citizens’ engagement with the One City Approach of Bristol.
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Ultimately, Nilüfer is likely to implement the following initiatives. (1) In energy, it aims to

expand the renewable energy cooperatives (also called as energy communities), led by Camp-Essen.

In addition to this, Nilüfer showed interest in adapting the smart homes model related to the smart

residential demand response that was implemented in the One City Approach in Bristol. (2) In mobility,

Nilüfer learned about the ParkUS parking model that is related to the Open Data Movement in Bristol.

Additionally, an adaptation of smart e-bike rental solutions developed by the SME Co-Wheels could

be well attempted in Nilüfer by re-contextualising methodologies to co-design mobility alternatives

with citizens. (3) In the ICT sector, Nilüfer requested information to scale up the policy framework

known as Bristol is Open. (4) Finally, the intensive investment that is being made in Nilüfer in citizen

engagement may be reinforced through the lessons from the Bristol One City approach concerning

offering a systemic and strategic intervention.

These results show an objective analysis of how replication may be happening among

EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project cities, regardless of being lighthouse cities or fellow cities. Table 3

consequently illustrates how fellow cities are proceeding to formulate their replication plans as a

result of a multidirectional, radial, dynamic, iterative, and intentionally more democratic learning

process by showing an alternative pathway to pure replication from lighthouse cities to follower cities.

The aim of this article is simply showing the case of the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project further

contextualised through a synthetic benchmarking of evidence-based policy documents of the rest of

the EC-H2020-SCC lighthouse projects. Needless to say, it goes beyond the scope of this article to

assess the feasibility of the replication strategy of the rest of the EC-H2020-SCC lighthouse projects.

6. Conclusions

This article constructively contributes to the research on replication among smart cities in the

EC-H2020-SCC framework programme by suggesting an alternative strategy to the one implemented by

the Replicate project. The article concludes that under the umbrella of the EC-H2020-SCC institutional

framework, replication may not be happening as it was intended. Thus, shedding light on this

issue, this article presents the main results of the City-to-City Learning Programme undertaken by

the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project for 2019 and proposes the application of five transitions as a

conceptual evolution of replication stemming from the social innovation perspective. These five

transitions—multidirectional, radial, dynamic, iterative, and more democratic—have, respectively,

been suggested as an alternative policy pathway to revert the unidirectional, hierarchical, mechanistic,

solutionist, and technocratic rationale behind the given institutional framework. Essentially, these five

transitions have played a common core role in the City-to-City Learning Programme by the multiple

stakeholders’ policy scheme, which resonates with Bryson’s [50] (p. 21) following statement: “A wise

use of stakeholders can help frame issues that are solvable in ways that are technically feasible and

politically acceptable and that advance the common good.”

The following five findings provide the evidence to back the five transitions that the City-to-City

Learning Programme attempted to experiment with to better achieve an alternative replication pathway

by addressing the main objective of this article. Moreover, current COVID-19 momentum is a strong

push ahead of using the results of this programme in the formulation of the replication plans of the

fellow cities. Actually, as a result of the content of the City-to-City Learning Programme, the fellow

cities are actually updating and adapting their plan to the post-COVID-19 landscape by further

measuring the positive impact of the selected actions (Table 3). Moreover, given the impact of this

pandemic in algorithmic disruption, privacy, and data-related issues, the five transitions seem to

have prepared resiliently these fellow cities to adapt (not mechanistically) to the smart city actions.

Therefore, the aftermath of COVID-19 and the impact of GDPR have been effectively included in the

formulation of the three replication plans. This adaptability and scalability may not be sufficiently

flexible if a unidirectional, hierarchical, mechanistic, solutionist, and purely technocratic approach

would have already been implemented for assisting fellow cities’ replication plans. Fortunately, that

has not been the case in the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project. The following findings are intrinsically
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elaborated from this experimentation in the EC-H2020-SCC Replicate project and, therefore, should not

be extrapolated further than the scope of this project. However, these findings may well inspire other

replication implementations in smart cities elsewhere.

The first finding of this research is that technocratic unidirectional replication strategies may

not be readily adopted by follower-fellow cities primarily because of the lack of adaptability to local

contexts and possibly due to the fact that cities require more complex and elaborated interventions

to achieve broad social acceptance. During the City-to-City Learning Programme, stakeholders from

different Replicate cities engaged in conversations tailored not only to solutions but also to their

specific problems. At present, these problems are being filtered through the COVID-19 aftermath by

having a constructive conversation to achieve further resilient actions. This situation was particularly

noteworthy for the cases of Essen and Nilüfer, where, despite their clear differences, they actively

exchanged their ideas about energy regulations and organisational forms of cooperatives and, even,

came up with solutions different from those already experimented in other cities, regardless of whether

they were lighthouse or follower-fellow cities. The interest in energy co-operatives was shared by two

fellow cities altogether, a situation that might not have been possible if a unidirectional logic had been

implemented, as the mainstream EC-H2020-SCC policy approach indicated.

Consequently, the second finding is that the policy design of the EC-H2020-SCC framework

programme advocating a hierarchical model from the lighthouse to the follower-fellow cities may be the

source of the lack of adoption of strategies for replication. Put differently, the given selection of smart city

initiatives in the lighthouse cities, subject to be replicated by the follower-fellow, may well be misaligned.

This situation includes the selection of the sector, specific actions deployed, and, more importantly,

stakeholders who are directly or indirectly affected [101]. The given hierarchical model can “exclude the

perspectives and interests of citizens” and particular groups of stakeholders [102] (p. 1). For instance,

the replication plans of the three fellow cities have produced highly relevant content regarding data

protection and governance in line with the GDPR, even advancing several aspects not even assessed in

the smart city actions of the lighthouse projects. To sum up, the EC-H2020-SCC framework programme

was designed for interventions that last five years. As we can effectively observe in the course of the

current events, neither digital rights to protect citizens as advocated by the GDPR were in the smart city

policy agenda, nor once COVID-19 occurred, requesting quick and radial updates to achieve a resilient

and smart response to the pandemic in reducing vulnerabilities by which citizens are increasingly

exposed when using public transport. Social innovation shows that resilient measures are reliant on

social capital, trust, and the way stakeholders may cope with uncertainties and emergencies, rather than

on hierarchical interventions as the EC-H2020-SCC framework programme initially anticipated. Essen,

Lausanne, and Nilüfer are adapting, updating, and innovating, at present, smart city actions being

discussed in the City-to-City Learning Programme. The programme allowed the building of a social

infrastructure to further prepare the network to keep on examining interventions.

How, then, can replication be implemented among smart cities? This article, by contrasting

several conclusions and the main hypothesis extracted by Vandervyvere [36] through intense and

continuous fieldwork action research from 2016, and more particularly for 2019 with 150 stakeholders

participating actively in the City-to-City Learning Programme, suggests (as a third finding) a dynamic

vision of replication by which stakeholders adopt and adapt their particular interventions to their own

circumstances. During the webinar sessions, stakeholders from fellow cities further asked specific

questions about adapting, tailoring, prototyping, or scaling up certain tested interventions. The three

fellow cities are, at present, adapting their actions by even directly contacting stakeholders from the

lighthouse and other fellow cities. The identification of a different typology of stakeholders and,

particularly, specific stakeholders in each city now allows fellow cities to follow a dynamic approach.

Judging from the potential replication plans of fellow cities (as shown in Table 3), the fourth

finding is related to the iterative nature of the decision-making process in each fellow city rather than

copy-pasting solutions [14,40]. After a comprehensive benchmarking that generically and synthetically

analysed the replication strategies of the 17 lighthouse projects (as shown in Table 1), the City-to-City
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Learning Programme in the Replicate project has anticipated debates around the GDPR, algorithmic

disruption, data privacy, and ownership that generate increasingly more timely techno-political issues

than sectoral technical interventions have so far identified [72,103–105], which makes the function of

replication from the ethical and social standpoints even more complicated. Without going into detail

about each smart city action being adapted now due to the COVID-19 aftermath, the Replicate project

is now experiencing a prominent level of discussion where actions implemented in Essen (SS.1., SS.3.,

F.1., F.2., L.1., B.1., B.2., B.3., and N.2.), in Lausanne (SS.1., SS.3., E.3., F.2., B.1., and B.3.), and in Nilüfer

(E.1., B.1., B.2., and B.3.) are being reshaped through an iterative process beyond the solutionist logic.

Actually, two new sections have been included in the replication plans of the three cities: (i) the first

one related to data governance issues and how to protect citizens’ digital vulnerabilities and (ii) a

second one related to the specific pandemic measurements in the selected actions of their replication

plans. To sum up, broadly, in the three fellow cities, mobility actions are being re-considered in

light of social distancing; walking and biking have been prioritized, and teleworking has become

the norm, fundamentally strengthening its technical infrastructure to ease the digital transition and

related transformations. Nonetheless, citizens’ engagement and grassroots innovation are probably

suffering the most: In the three fellow cities, participative processes are stopped and direct democracy

(particularly relevant in Lausanne and Nilüfer, despite clear differences in procedures) will be sharply

curtailed in the aftermath of the pandemic. Thus, nuanced and locally-rooted measurements are

showing the importance of having avoided the solutionist rationale in favor of further iterative settings.

The final finding concerns the narrative that underpins the smart city. Habermas argues that

smartness in cities cannot be more technocratic than democratic [106]. Above all, smartness postulates

that problems and their solutions are presented as being interlinked only within a technical nature;

and yet, democracy in cities does not merely stem from techniques. The current pandemic crisis

and democracy are pervasively related to data governance issues, exposing citizens’ vulnerability

in a potential surveillance state. Democracy has been in recession for over a decade, and many

fear that COVID-19 has already accelerated this trend. As such, technocratic replicability may be

found in the core of the black box algorithmic era. Smart cities purely replicating models may thus

end up clearly fostering the lack of democratic accountability and thus, inevitably neutralizing even

the watchdog role of local stakeholders. In this direction, this article attempted to focus on the

learning process among cities and, therefore, their stakeholders, by overlooking the neutral vision

of technology, led by policymakers, to disregard equality and diversity issues, although the smart

city—and its products and services—is not similarly accessible to every stakeholder. In line with

the argument by Nesti and Graziano by which the technical nature of urban problems is required

to be reframed in (techno-)political terms, this article showed and opened up directions for future

replication research from the social innovation perspective [6]: There is significant room for manoeuvre

for local stakeholders in their ability to pick and choose, adapt, and prototype between innumerable

intervention models and networks. Their capacity to produce insightful narratives while learning from

each other may also mean that cities and their stakeholders can seize the current pathway and fashion

new alternatives for the future [82,107–109].
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